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AN ANSWER TO JOHN SPARROW 
By Mark Lane 

n¢ the Defenders.*. Yet Mr. Sparrow is not 
without. ingenuity. He presents his view of a a 
etitic’s argument, and then presents the answer 
of another defender.  - te 
\ In Inquest, Edward J. Epstein quotes Norman” 
Redlich, an assistant commission lawyér, as- 
saying that if one rejects the single-bullet 

- theory, one is -stating that there aré two 
assassins, Arthur Goodhart rejects Epstein’s 

spared. cle by a : 
- without a cool and. clear head. . 

both on and‘ off ., Not long after the publication of the Warren - 
he defe: “01 h d twice at Oxford. 

Siice Mr. Sparrow hac. written some articles 
in defence of the Warren Commission Report . 
in the London. Sunday ‘Thnes in an attempt to 
answer various questions raised by Professor 
Hugh Trevor-Roper, he was invited to debate 
with me. Mr. Sparrov’ replied that he was respdnsibility of apologizing for,- 

taining, the C raission’ odd Ss even 

devoid of disadvantage. The public had at 
first been advised to accept Mr. Oswald’ssolitary 
guilt, eVen in the face of contrary evidence, for 
seven distinguished members of society had 

ined:the evid, and rendered 

erdict."’ Thus, faith in. the Commission, not 
in ‘the troublesome evidence, was the original 
‘basis:for the. Report’s acceptance. “The sub- 
Sequent desertion of the defenders from that 
Position based upon a need to, disassociate 

t es from the Ce issi and their 
blunders, while under 2, tended never- 
theless to farther undermine faith in the Report. _ 
On- December 14, 1967, The Times Literary 
upplement interrupted the trend I have just 

described by publishing a 17,000-word defence 
of the. Commission entitled “ After the Assassi- 
mation”, written by John Sparrow, Warden - 
of Ali Souls College; Oxford. The document 
reveals Mr. Sparrow to be an orthodox loyalist. 
The American press gfeeted the article with 
much fanfare and enthusiasm. . For example, 
Time’ devoted almost a full page to it, and the ~ 
New. York Times ran three stories about it. 

di was” “* Pp! ive” and 
“scholarly” and it was of such importance 

* that a spécial consultant to. President Johnson 
was prompted to write to The Times Literary 
Supplement on White House stationery, publicly 
Praising it as.‘ supecb ”. That letter too was 

ique “this : , irely| -SUfficiently.. knowled; .. Cevohd ee deca gpproach was not entirely ye his writing on ihe opie aed boas 
weakness, I was surprised that he expressed 
it so openly. Nevertheleis, Mr. Sparrow wrote, 
he would attend my lecture. 1 spoke for a 

uiiable to meet me in debate as he was not 
ble» about - the ‘case, 

work since various quotations were, he claims, 
“* repudiated as being false” although Mr. 
Goodhart refuses’ to ‘disclose his basis for that 
rather general statement. Mr. Sparrow disposes 
of Mr. Epstein by relying on Mr. Goodhart’s 
work. Says Mr, Sparrow flatly: “ Unfor- 
tunately for Mr. ‘Epstein, he isquotes Mr. 

innuendo being that the police turned a 
and that the Commission culpably abstai 
probing into the incident. Thus on its 
Page he creates. an atmosphere of suspici 
pervades his book. . 

. What Mr. Lane does not tell us is that 
' 7 took statements from Miss Mercer and 1 

" -and' identified the: truck (which belonged 
_ Struction firm working on a neighbouring t 

it had! broken down, and if any box was 
:.from it, it must have been a toolbox ; t 
- managed to get it moved on, with all its ¢ 

shortly before the arrival of the Presid: 
cession, The report recording all this is 

. in the Commission’s archives, 
“One can only suppose that Mr. Lane'wa: 
of this report and recklessly made his 

~ the basis of bis charge against the Dall: 
If that is so, was not his own negligence 
as that which he imputes to the Commis: 

Tt is true that I did not state in 
Judgment that the F:B.1. took stateme 
Miss Mercer. The F.B.I. reports 1 

.”. Sparrow refers to’ were suppressed at t 
and, therefore, both unavailable and u 
‘In those circumstances Mr. Sparrow’ 

“that I was “reckless” and guilty ol 
negligence *’, presumably for not p 
leading an armed assault upon the 

_ Archives, appears to be based u 
“ignorance. : 

blished in England and widely publicized 
United, Stat : 

aro thatpubicauon’ 
was kind enough to print (after subjecting it 
tosome editing), I pointed out that Mr. Sparrow 
had, in the past, admitted his inability to considerable length” of ti this “vital point.” Mr. “Sparrow - 

reasonable to conclude that if my remarks presents a third-hand version of Mr. Good- 
were..accurate the Warren Report was not. | hart’s second-hand assertion as’ proof. 
At the conclusion of my lecture I called upon cote : Ty . 
Mr. Sparrow to rise ad answer a question 8 8 
which I. wished to put to him. There was a 
moment’s silence during which students started 

. turning about and finaly with all eyes upon 
him, Mr. Sparrow rose. I asked him to point 

. out to the students any «rrors that I had made 
While The Times Literary Supplement did in my lecture. He replied that he was aware of 

_not inform its readers of the substance of my none, other than my allegation that Seymour 
letter, it added that I did “not make it clear — Weitzman, an officer whe discovered the alleged 

c+ whether” my conclusion that Mr. Sparrow’s 
~article, “ based almost exclusively upon his 
abysmal ignorance of the facts and his own 
Prejudice”, was “inspired by a careful reading course, Mr. Sparrow was correct in stating 

i that there was-a conflict between the Report 

-.. indicating that it relied upon them 
’ : : +» + --. ) ypon other material for its conclusior 

Mr. Sparrow refers’ to an allegation by” The Commission declined, in its ty 
» William Manchester (as to what threeunnamed volumes, to publish the several F.B.1 
men told him about the autopsy photographs _ regarding the statements made by Mise 
and X-rays a§ “vital evidence ”), indicating and while Mr. Sparrow may, if he 

..that such a term may be applied by him to any _rely upon those documents, he may not 
allegation that supports the Commission, to imply that the Commission did so 
although neither of the two words—“ vital” The Commission's. lack of interest 
nor “ evidence.”"-—-have any application to a  Mercer’s evidence may be determine: 

y remark three times removed from the . fact that she was not called as a wit 
source.” : . Dols “no reference to her observations apr 

Mr. Sparrow writes: . _«./,, the Commission’s report, not.even her 
sttne’ oe ; ae The F.BI. reports, now declassifie 

i er and the remarks that | had made, but the  fnguish between’ s- gens pe aay fail 20, dis; that the F.BL examined the matter m 
‘Unfortunately ‘that question was rushed “evidence—-the F.BI. report of the officer’s fully. Yet that investigation raises mor 

ito, print before it was posed to me in- a ~ statement, Weitzman’s own affidavit and his than it answers for the reasonable + 
Jetter later dispatched. by the Editor of. The testimony—reveals that the error was in~the even if it appears that Mr. Sparrow is 
Times Literary Supplement. Ya response to- Commission’s-conclusi . : He makes reference to the F.B.1. 

Sparrow article and would be pleased ae a although fhe bes read © about ther Ar. ’s article and wou lease . . ore the ny . 
ie. Se a reply 10 it to: him if he agreed to . he “ 7°) | Sememonial for a Presidential funeral) have been not actually read . Mr, Sparro: 
publish it . without’ editing the document. The importance of: the brief confrontation that he “ gratefully availed". himse 
‘The Editor graciously replied that my response —_ was not lost upon the students, although the al of the F.B.I. reports made 
would be published. It follows. _ -. press in /England and the United States Josiah ‘Thompson in a work enti 

: : ar : seemed réluctant to-report that the Report’s Seconds in Dallas, and as if to em 
istoutest defender in Britain had quite publicly: Warren Commission’s methods as wi 
admitted and then demonstrated that he was Support its conclusions, nowhere 

~ unable to defend it. ao : oie and one put forward by a defender appear to state that he troubled to-exa 
- A ning 3 "himself," as ove example, as a straw man. “evidence itself. 

Mn ae ow hes i “he  Gopontniny tb ‘To my knowledge no “critic” has ever... The several F-B1. reports reveal th 
mine-the twenty-six volumes: of evidence “Taised: the military funeral’ rebearsal as a. agents ‘showed pictures of Mr. Os matter to be exploted (much less one. ‘not . ‘Miss. Mercer. .When she was unable 

even now to be abandoned) nor would any, "that he was the man who took what 
I believe, be so reckless as to join Mr. Sparrow, “to be a rifle-case from the truck th 
even now, in’.his ‘bizarre assertion that ‘the , interest’ began. to ‘wane. According 

hearsal was a “that, seemed." F.B.1. hearsay ‘report, a Dallas polic 
suspicious ”. - joe: Murphy, did recall that a truck w: 

upon me for having sent such a letter 
- to Time, Said The Times Literary Supplement 

-, ip its™ Commentary ” : , wes 
Mr. Mark Lane continues his own headlong, 
imp rush to j in Time i 

years of debate and discussion have cleared away 
a vast und of ions: circum- 

" le. of the d 
of the “ critics” that Mr. Sparrow can find, 
one may perhaps be ‘permitted to respond that 
one of. the faults of Mr. Sparrow is that he 
fails to distinguish between a point made by a 

‘ ground, the: issues that re not in dispute, he 
1s inaccurate about the r umber of pages in the 
Warren Report, the mimber of volumes of 

id ce. d to the exhibits and, tl a 
inaccurate as well about |he number of volumes’. 
d d'to publication cf the testi of the 
witnesses. This may be explained by -an 

ination, at the foo: of the article, of the 
* list ‘of books ‘and other documents “ con- 

. Mr. Sparrow states that he is about to 
“criticize the methods he [Lane] employ’ in © 

blishing a basis for his innuendoes”. He 
adds-that in reading Rush to Judgment “ one 
does not have'to look far to find them”. He 
selects as his first example an episode involving 

the F-B.L report, Officer Murphy sai 
the ‘area with one of the occupant 
~vehicle, leaving the other two occup: 
the. pick-up. truck. Murphy c 
know, from his own observation, wt 
not either of the other two remain tefers to anothe 

oe ‘ sulted by Mr. Sparrow ” for his‘article. Absent Julia Ann Mercer, Mr. Sparrow has thus carried a rifle-case up the knoll to the 
“poken of the of “ the *.demonologists ° ” from by Tt ee the Warren Commission chosen the weapons and the area where issue'is fence and deposited it there. Officer 

\ ma: a the dure of the demonologists ”. Report and the twenty-six volumes of testimony 00w to be joined, and I shall respond in some _ later testified before counsel for t 
and exhibits. A readings. of the article reveals . a full c mission but he was not asked at 
that the failure to list the basic documents is tegarding this incident illuminates the rather _ interesting episode by the Commissioi 
net an oversight. Mr. Sparrow, in fact, does shoddy investigation conducted by the Com- Joseph Ball. The men with the pick- 
not rely upon the evidence. He relies upon that ) mission and Mr. Sparrow's subsequent shame- ‘ Were not identified, nor were they a 
which other Commision defenders have ful behaviour as well. by the Commission or its staff or the 
asserted to be the evidence. Mr. Sparrow writes : _Mr. Sparrow states that 1 crea 

: xe “ * demonologists ’ ”. a This indeed ‘founds a new school of scholar- Mi atmosphere of suspicion” regard 
. 4 As might be expected the deceased acéust ship.. Mr. Sparrow emerges as an energetic © the first eee of Rush i Judgment Mr. Lane — matter. In fact, I presented the facts the 
hres clecti is arti ji recounts, as if it was established fact, the story and added this observation : even worse. Mr. Oswald, Mr. Sparrow — eclectic and his article as an anthology of little told by a Miss Mercer, who on the morning of the 
frites, * Tan away like the little rat he was ”. quotations (generally devoid of citations) that assassination saw a truck Parked by the grassy _ Theso-called gun case may have been em e tc circumstances -one might wish to be might optimistically be cntitled “The Best of knoll from which (according to bim) fire was later man carrying the case toward the bus! 

: “infers to the “ lack of realistic thinking-” that detail, for a full examination of the facts 
‘s+ affects “* the demonologists ”; wonders why 

"people have, fallen for the demonologists ”; 
“.a dismayed by the “‘innuend of the de- 

Ronologists” ; and explains in closing that he 
ks “ tried to show ” that some of the critics 

we whe .? . 



‘ : te bly 
observed ‘and = yet unchallenged by 

Great security 

‘President in ‘hostile Dal- 
;.here was an apparent violation. If 

the case was empty, it was still negligent 
. the Ce not to 

perhaps the case was not empty. 

: box was removed from it [the 
ruck], it must have been a.toolbox ” 
nd. therefore, presumably, ‘not a 
gun-case” is the one relevant ab- 

esvation contained in’ his - 350- 
ord discussion of the incident. Yet, 
at-Stat t is without foundation 

t:, Spdrrow’s assertion that 5g Y Tim GS Ds 

reeHlessly eicalated’ ty Mr, 
Sparrow -into a fact. 
“Had the Commission been: “guffi-- 

. ciently intrigued by the materi sub- 
mitted to it to call Miss Mever it . 
might have. received some rather dis- 
quieting information. On kcnuary. 
jor “and. .t5, 1968, District. Attor- ° 

who | :ppar-. 
ently is less persuaded. by _bearsay 
reports than the- Commission per- - 
‘sonnel or John Sparrow, questioned 
Miss Mercer, then Mrs. Julia Stin- 
-son,.at the Roosevelt Hotel ir. New 
Orleans. She stated that she had been 
able to. observe the driver of the-truck 

icates, he may. well have been aware: 
of that fact... If Mr. Sparrow cannot 
‘be certain that anything was removed 

‘om: the truck—" if any box was: 
‘removed’ "—how can: ‘he presume to 

“it must have been a tool- 
The“ report recording all 

that. Officer Murphy: ik the truck 
ith: one individual -and™ that two 
thers, apparently: observed by Miss 
lercer, remained. The F.B.1. hear- 
report of a ‘speculative allegation 
the: Officer regarding ‘Something, 

at may - shave transpired in his ab- 
mce—"Murphy further. stated it 

‘probable that one of these men 
ad taken something from the rear 
f i oki in an -efort to Start i 

‘and, as his: curious phraseology: in- 

patiow., assures . his - 

veal’ shot Lee Harvey 

for 
had “looked -directly: into th: face 
of the man at the ‘wheel and hé looked. 
directly” at ber. On November 22, 
1963, Miss Mercer had told ths Dal- ' 
las. Sheriff's: riment;. thet ‘she Depa: 

whelieved that'she could -identify -the 
;Tnan.if she were to see- him again. 
She told Mr. Garrison that «m. the’. 
day following: the. assassinaticn' she © 
was-shown “ perhaps a hundred pic- | 
tures” by FBI. agents. “She selec- 

 ted-a picture’ of a heavy-set nian in’ 
his forties as the driver.“ Win the 
FBI, agent turned the: picture: over, ° 
she''said She read the’ name .“ Jack 
uby ” on ‘the back of the ‘shoto- 

‘graph. Subséquently when Jack Ruby 
Oswald she stated 

that she’ “immediately - reco mized 
“Ruby as the driver of the green 
‘truck ” and as the man whose picture 
# she Bad be been shown by_agents of the 

Mrs, Stinson also’ told Mr, ‘Garri- 
son tbat. the article carried” up the 

- knoll did pot appear to be a '‘ too 
box”. She Said: **I was delav'ed by 
traffic long enough fo observe 2 man 
remove from the back of the. truck 

one minute as she.- 

SUPFLEMENT 

a ite wiped in’ paper.” ” She said 2 
ie” paper was brown, similar to’ 

bie el of Commission Exhibit 
142, the brown paper sack that the 
Dallas’ ‘Police ‘were said to have 
found in the Texas School Book” 

; Depository. (Of course Mrs. Stinson,” 
not having: been'-called-as ‘2 witness 
by the Commission; had never been 
shown ‘the paper sack. Photographs 
and a description of the Commission 
Exhibit, however, Bave- been pub- - 
lished. Jor 

- When Mr. Garrison: showed Mrs. 
Stinson the “ affidavit ” published in 
the-Commission’s evidence and ‘pur- 
portedly: signed by: her‘in two’ places‘ 
“she stated:. “Neither ‘of: the. signa- 
tures on the two pages of this affi- 

. davit. is ‘mine.” She said that she 
had signed no affidavit for the local 
‘anthorities. Mrs. Stinson added: 
Also I note that a woman ‘has signed 
her name ‘as.a Notary Public afd has 

: indicated that this alleged. statement 
was“ sworn to’ and subscribed." before. 
her. This also is untrue. On no occasion 
‘during any of.my questioning was 2. 
woman ever present, 
:Mrs. Stinson’s statement is not with- 
out significance.. It reveals that. the 
‘Commission’s. volumes of evidence— 
“certainly the last. eleven” volumes 
which comprise ‘documents purport-* 
ing’ to be affidavits, hearsay reports, 
and other data—may. be of question- 
able value. When I discussed with 
Mr. Garrison the” i is of 

‘observers is Déaley’ “Plaza’ on. Nove: 
ember 22, 1963, is the one secured by 
Mr.. Garrison more than four years: 
after the assassination. 

Mr. Sparrow selects the parked 
truck episode to initiate his attack . 

“upon Rush to Judgment and to “ criti- 
.cize the methods.he [Lane] employs ia 
establishing a basis ‘for bis innuen-- 

: Im spite of the fact that hé 
eas. -to” have counted: himself - 
‘among. ‘the “ reasonable, critically- 

people”, Mr. . Sparrow 
found nothing to criticize in the . 

- Commission’s approach to the inci- 
dent, ‘Yet a close examiriation of the 
relevant data here, as is often-the-case : 

:in-.other areas chosen. :by other 
apologists, and quite: specifically the 
case in every area selected by Mr. 
Sparrow, reveals the Commission’s 

_ failure. to. be of greater consequence 
| than one-might have postulated. 

* me, 
‘The: old aniysteries . remain. “Why © 

did the Commission fail to: call Miss 
“Mercer, fail to question Officer Mur- 
ply: cabout the episode, ‘and fail to 
‘identify and’ question the men -who-- 
had been with the vehicle ? - What 
motivates persons * with otherwise’ ° 
acceptable academic reputations to 
offer them up in sacrifice to defend 
the Commission's lapses éven’ when 
to make an inadequate attempt re-- 

- quires, ag in! this instance, the false: 

Mrs, Stinson’s statement, he observed . 
‘that “it reveals the Warren. Report 
to be.a monumental edifice, unfortu- 
nately constructed on quicksand ”, 

It now appears from the words of 
the . ‘witness ‘herself ‘that ‘the only 
accurate stafemeut-taken’ from’ Mrs. 
Stinson; one of: the: important 

Each week, The Sunday Times devotes about — 
three whole pages to ‘book reviews. Because . 

“ shooting Oswald, And most intrigu- 

of the evid 
"To the previously | Se werad 
questions that flow quite naturally: 
from the evidence one must now add 
these: Did Ruby drive the truck ?: 
Why did the:F.B:L fail to report to 
the Commission that Miss Mercer had 
identified Ruby ? The significance of 
that identification was not-lessened by 
the fact that.she states that she is cer-:’ 
tain that it was made on November 
23, 1963, twenty-four hours before = 
Ruby, ‘beoamé a public figure by. 

ing of all: Why did FBI agents 
- show a picture of Jack Ruby to Miss 
: “Mercer prior to November 24, 1963, 

daté on which Ruby’ killed 
Oswald ? 
"Te e-origimar. orcor anarys 

ed by Mr. Sparrow,: and singled 
out by Time magazine and the New 

Mercer's ‘statement, are’a 
-gemuinely interested obse 
they appear to bear no « 
tionship to the guilt orin 
Mr. Shaw. 

Mr. Sparrow writes the 
_ word —— if indeed ‘that |: 
ever to be spoken—mus! 
outcome of the trial at Nev 
"Yet without awaiting the t 
that “no light shed by tha 
the tragedy can excuse its 
or efface from the reco 
deeper than the crime itse: 
smaking reference yet ag 
work of the demonologist 

Mc. Sparrow appears: 
that if in the event, subse 

_ prove that the critics were 
rect and he and his colleag 

_in error, the critics were 
-anyway sitice they were 
gists. There comes a tim 
when every demonclogist 
his day. A trial judg.nc. 
the existence of certain pre 
known demons perhaps 
tote 2 the appropriate mom: 
Mr. Sparrow’s final as 

‘the “aftermath” ‘of ‘the 
tion—that is, the “conduc 
who have dared to disses 
very official -Warren ¢ 
“Report—is * a stain deer 
crime: itself”. (the crime 
meet of President Jol 
nedy) is: unspeakable. 
‘trates, T fear’ that Mr. 8 
incautious about historica 
as he'is about.details ar 

* 

Should Mr. Sparrow de: 
that he is loyal to Americ 
recall that those who ser 

‘port to the French gover: 
abroad, when it someh 
urgent and desirable to 

-faction: with fhe evic 
showed Dreyfus to be gu’ 
‘strated no loyalty to thal 
and is France. In 2 
society no administratior 
a falsé conclusion is the 

gh. 
a5, = 

dent Kennedy. Tt ‘Was 
primarily with a text reg 
ler’s last days. Today tt 

. 

York Times and othér publications as ny 
.Tevered in acadenvic circ 
out America, for Profe: 
Roper is recognized, evei 
than four years after th 
tion, as the one English . 
bas revealed through hi 
“he had read the eviderr 
the death of our Presid 
he has been unafraid t 
didly about it 

Loyalty to the best 
America begias, I subm: 
‘lity to the facts. If they 
a hideous situation exis 
be heeded—not ignored. 

1 attacks made 
Gartison and others wi 
ested in determining wh 
sident Kennedy and » 
‘appear to be misdirecti 
‘when a physician rev 
serious disease is prese, 
are to be dreaded. ' TF 

~ necessarily to be dismiss 
merely because they « 
bad news: Nor can t 
be fairly used as proof - 
cian’s evil intent. = = 

Note .- ae 

I should. fope that 
Tow will be afforded the 
to respond to my rep 
limited my analysis of 
article’ primarily to 

anderstandable that Mr. Sparrow, pera: olf Soeatne 
“perhaps blinded by a self-appoin “me. that Mr. Sparrow 

- Mission and eager.to make an origi 
nal contribution, offered so fragile” that, choi ice himself, a 
‘af argument, but almost inexplicable’ . Should-Mr. Sp arrow * 

the republigation of that paragraph’ spond ta,any other alle; 
yy the: media. : Perhaps Time and’” has made, al of | 

the! New -York.. Times .relied wpoo 
he:adage quoted by Mr. Spartow—? 
opulus vult descipi: the public is 

6 be deceived. . 

People. have the time. After ‘hey’ve'read our 
book ‘reviews, they read the book’ ads. Last» 
yeat we took a lot more book advertising than 
the next biggest quality Sunday newspaper.” 
Perhaps ‘it’s because we ve got more readers ; . 

han they have. But one thirg’s for sure. Our 
eaders have made us the best seller. So have 
ords with them about your next book, The 

might do the: same for that. 

contained in one paragraph: 
Then, the actual ‘assassination. -If it 

hard to“believe that Oswald hit bis 

. gther fee a tiee atic the grassy’ 
oll- from the Depository window—* 

ould have synchronized their fire so 
perfectly; and it is hardest of 
inragine that conspirators would have. 
‘allowed the success of their plan to - 
depend on such a feat of synchronize 

’* tion. - 
Thus; due to insolubl hnical ith 

‘culties, Mr. Sparrow has poss to 
" "remove a good ‘part of the contem- 

mediatel} afte Y riff Point: or tely after one’ rifle- 
an, designated in_ advance, fired 

‘both techniques 
lgyed and hundreds - 

f: shots, mot’ just three’ or ‘five; ° 
been. |. im: “that fashion‘ 

+ Mrz Sparro ling to analyse’ 
the Commission's evidence without . 
“betraying any indication that he had : 

een it, was willing to: do the same 
for-Jim Garrison’s evidence. He. 
-refers‘to the New Orleans District 
Attorney as “ Big Jim Garrison, the 

olly Green Giant’”. He vreférs to. 
Mr. Garrison's’ evidence as’ ‘ 

” although since the tri 

for not ‘responding J toa 
tion of his massive ar 

not suffice, - 1 
only too pleased.‘t 
analysis of each charge 
Spartow. nad time a 

I have, 
"Ss completed stich a doc 

will be publisbed in the 

manuscript. 

“in Juné of this year. « 



‘Ia its Commentary on - January 
18 Fhe Times Literary . Supple- 
ment asked what I would “make 
of Mr. John P. Roche’s letter 
from the White House printed 
in our issue-of January 4? Will he 
‘Scent ‘yet another conspiracy: a poti- 
‘tical plot to induce Senator Robert 
Kennedy to Speak out (or to -stay 

2. quiet)?” sot 
\. Sorry to disappoint you, but. to 

offer a finding regarding Mr. Roche's 
motivation for communicating with 
The ‘Times Literary Supph 

Mark Lane’s ‘Comment on Commentary . 
by the. Warren Commission. . .As 
in the past 1 prefer to remain 
with the facts. The facts Jegard- 
ing Robert Kennedy's expertise 
concerning the facts surrounding tie 

. death of. his brother are nothing if 
-not well established and beyond. d.s- 
pute, Senator Kennedy has publicly. 

Stated on more than one occasion 
. that he has not examined any of the 
evidence-and that be has. not even 
looked -at the Warren Commission 
report. The question for those who 

ould be to indulge in specula- 
an area previously. preompt 

alike the’ investigators’ conclusion 

ing and the Commissioners’ decision: 

I. statements being. filed and duly 

‘atrolman .Murphy’s. statement ; in- 

T d with the made 
- by Miss Mercer to the. Sheriff's office 

6. Mr. Garrison in-Ni 
January 10 and 15, 1 
to which she saw a man carrying 
from the truck a gun-case (statement 

~-of 1963) or a gun wrapped in brown 
paper (statement of 1968). . Mr. Lane 
joints out that Murphy admittedly 

left. the area“for a time with one of 
he “construction men” from the. 
ruck;-and therefore could not have. 
known, from his own observation, 
that one of the other construction 
‘men, did not. carry a gun-case or a 
gun, up the slope in his absence. , 

That.is true ; none the less it seems 
a le ud from 

Murphy's statemeni—* the other rwo 
en remained with the pickup truck. 
tong with..two other officers.” ; 
these persons were under observa- 
on al during the period they ‘were 
tailed on Elm. Street "—that if a.gun 
e:.gun-case had been carried from 

the truck the officers wonid have seen 
it and taken action, and that in fact 

ew Orleans on 
968, according 

unloaded a ‘gun on’ the route of the. 
rocession: in broad . daylight’ in. the 
ight of all and sundry, and then 
cording to Mr. Lane. ‘Rush -to. 

In-any case, who were the plotters 
the truck ? Employees of the con- 
Tuction firm, it would seem, for they 
ere riding in the firm’s vehicle and 
¢.of.them went with Murpby to the 

building where the firm was working 
and there procured another truck. If 
so, Mr: Garrison should have no diffi- 
‘ulty .. in“ identifying ‘them and 

c ing them as ies to the 
ssassination. But Miss Mercer now 

maintains, in her statement to Mr. 
‘Garrison, that when she was shown 
‘a.photograph of Ruby she recognized 
in him the driver of the truck. . If 
that is right, what was Ruby doing 

_ does ‘not make sense. 

truck and its occupants, and justifies . 

that-the matter was not worth pursu- . . 

- not to ‘refer to it in their report {the | : 

de accessible in their Archives). ° 
ir... Lane. does- not challenge °° 

Stead, he suggests‘ that it can be. 

in Dallas on November 22, 1963, and - 

in that galére,and who were the other... 

gare to late is why Mr. Roche, 
given these circumstances, wishes io 
offer Robert Kennedy-as an expert co 

2 Moreover (though Mr; ‘Lane does 
‘not tell us this) Miss Mercer's stor; 
“il accords with. Ruby’s ovement3” 

that morning, He visited the Morning 
News to insert his weekly advertise- 
ment at * about 11.0 or 11.30", and 
‘telephoned to his sister in a-high state 
of indignation at a time which from 
her evidence seems probably to have 
.beei about 11 ‘o’clock—which is 
hardly consistent with his being in a 
stalled truck in’ Dealey’ Plaza from 
10.30 or 10,40 onwards, ede 

“Miss Mercer's-story-is-implausible 
also, from: the point of view of the 
nasrator, If she had seen.a man dis- 
Posing of a gun on the pr 

the case. This odd behaviour, how- 
ever, is not as unique as it might 
appear at first blush since most of * 
the experts who accept the Warren 
report, and even some who have at- 
tempted to ‘defend it, have shown the 
same disinclination to undertake aa 
examination of the evidence. 

So long as you. pose’ questions 
about the White House may I do so 
as well? Why has Lyndon Joh 
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ment titled -" Oswald's. access to 
information about the U-2”, or the 
“missing ” F.BL. file entitled “Re 
Ruby's subversive activities prior to 
the assassination”? Does the sup-. 
pressed document which reveals that 
‘the FBI's central office sent tele- 

~-grams to all southern regional offices 
of the F.B.L on November 17, 1963," 
‘warning that an attempt would be 

- ordered much of .the basic evidence 
stored in the National Archives to 
be- suppressed - until September, 
2039 ?. Are you. intrigued, for ex- 
ample, by the classified C.LA, doou- 

ber 23 or November 25, the fact (if 
_it were a fact) that the Dallas police 
included Ruby’s among. the photo- 
gtaphs they supplied to the F.BI.. 
-would be the clearest possible indica- 
tion that he was nor a party to a 
conspiracy with them ; if he had been 
their accomplice, they would surely 

have taken care that Miss Mercer 
was not provided with that means of 
identifying him. : 

[Mr, Lane. raises a doubt about Miss 
Mercer's statement of November 22. 
This -was taken, with those of at. least 
thirty .other witnesses, in the Sheriff's 
office in Dallas on the afternoon of the. 

inati ese typed 
on forms designed apparently for solemn 
affidavits, were signed by the deponents 
and countersigned by one or other of 
the four officials, male and-femaie, who 
did the interviewing; Miss Mercer’s was 

route an hour or two before the Presi- 
dent was due to arrive, would she not 
there ‘and then have informed the 
policemen she saw standing by? If 

“she did indeed sce anything taken 
ffom the truck, surely—I repeat the 
suggestion~-it must have, been ‘an 
‘innocent toolbox; after the shooting 
this was transformed ‘by her imagina- 
tion into a gun-case, and four years 
later, when she was shown by Mr. 
Garrison a’ photograph of Oswald’s 

_ brown-paper parcel, into. a gun 
wrapped upig paper; 6, 

Mr. Lane asks how it was that the 
F.B.L showed Miss Mercer a: photo- 
raph of Ruby on:November.23— 

* twenty-four hours-:before Ruby be- 
came a. public figure by ‘shooting 
Oswald”... Even if they had done 
this, it would not. really have been 
very surprising: Ruby had been eight 
times arrested in. Dallas and. . his 
photograph might well have been 
among. the bundred or so supplied 
to .the F.B.L by the Dallas police. 
Bétin fact Miss Mercer was shown 
the: photographs not on November 
23 but on November 25, ‘the day 
after Ruby murdered Oswald. The 
date is fixed by the report of the 
interview at which the photographs 
were showa her—a contemporary 
document siirely to be preferred to 
“per recollection after the Japse of 
more than four years. : . 

. But, whether the date was Novem- 

d by Mrs. R y Allen. 
Carbon copiés of the statements (simi- 
larly signed and countersigned, it seems) 
Were supplied to the Secret Service, the 
F.BL, and the Dallas Police Depart- 
ment. . Photographs of Miss Mercer's 
statement and of the copy supplied to 
-the D.P.D, were reproduced by the Com- 
‘mission (vols. ' XIX, 483; XXIV, 216); 
“they show Mrs. Allen’s signature and 
what at any rate appears to be Miss 
Mercer's. : : 

When she was shown one of these 
-photographs by Mr. Garrison in January 
1968, ‘Miss jereer (Mr. Lane tells us) oi ; id. decl. 7 ni 
that she signed no affidavit for the local 
authorities; she added that no. woman 

“was present while she was being ques- 
tioned. Mr. Lane suggests that. this two- 
fold allegation of Miss. Mercer's renders 

~“ of questionable: value * the contents of 
the C ission’s ‘eleven ‘vol of 

id Mr. Garrison declares that 
the Warren Report to be a 

I edifice, unfor con- 
structed on quicksand”. That seems to 
me to be making a whole range of moun- 

. tains oitt of -a probably non-existent 
mole-hill, fo at . 

Tt is not clear whether Miss Mescer’s 
repudiation of ber signature was based 
sojely ou-her recollection that she did 
not sign her statement, or on the took 
of the signature itself. 1t seems unlikely 
that the authoritics altered her state- 
ment, and then forged her signature, 
with intent to_deceive: if Miss Mercer 
(as she says) signed nothing, they had 
Bo signature of hers to copy; and, apy~ 
how, why should they want to falsify 
the ‘statement, which differs from her 
present -version only {it sees 
aoe aon . 

Exhibits, an 
it * reveals 

“a statement taken 
+ leagues; if so, thi 

made to the President in 
Dallas‘in five days, hold ‘any interest 
for you? It was not until more 
than four years after the President's 
death that a security officer at the 

 F.B.1. made the contents of those 

REPLY 
-dt refers. to  gun-case and not to a~ 
gun. wrapped in paper-a change from 
their point of view not’ worth the 
making 2° . 

T suppose it is just possible that, 
the statement having been left unsigned, 
Miss Mercer’s name was written in, for 
form’s sake, by an official; and Mrs. 
Allen may possibly have countersigned 

by one of her col- 
ese were irregularities 

- in the Sheriff's office which, however 
Tegrettable, seem to me to be of little 
importance, and perhaps to be. par- 

. doned on .what must have been the 

‘ of Miss Mercer's signature shows how 

most hectic afternoon in that office’s 
history. I think it much siore likely, - 
however, that, after four years, a faulty 
recollection of Her interview has led 
Miss Mercer astray both about her sig- 
nature and about the presence of Mrs. 
Allen, and that Mr. Lane's mole-hill, 
for all its birth-pangs, aad in spite of 
the efforts of Mr. Garrison as 
accoucheur, wi not yield him even a 
mouse, . 

Mr. Lane’s treatment of the question 

prone he is, in bis eagerness to dis- 
credit his opponents, ‘to attach a sinister 
significance to points of small impert- 
ance. it is this tendency that impels 
him to conclude (and to ask his readers 
to believe) from what he calls (without 

“specifying them) my “inaccuracies” 
about the number of pages in the 

“Warren .Report and ‘the number, of 
- volumes devoted. respectively to testi- 
mony and to exhibits, that | have never 
looked at the evidence myself and that 

“s my knowledge of it must be entirely 
2, Second-hand, It is absurd, in my sub- 
mission, to draw this inference. from 
“the fact that in a summary description 
of the Report [ said thar it contained 
“some 800” pages and that “half” 

“ the 26 volumes of evidence were devoted 
to exhibits—the exact numberof pages 
being $88 and the exhibits occupying IL 
of the 26 volumes.} . 

May I add a line of personal ex- 
planation about the lecture that Mr. 
Lane refers to towards the begin- 
ning of his article? In 1965, it is 
true, I was invited to debate with Mr. 

- Lane by Mr. Ralph Schoenman, who 

ems) in that |: 

“was then acting as his manager. I 
declined, not because I thought my 
case a.weak one, but because Mr. 
Lane was a man Who had studied: 
the facts intensively for many 
months, had leotured on the subject 
to bundreds of audiences, and had 
at bis finger-tips the evidence and ex-. 
hibits, to which my aocess was then 
tecemt and limited. He was the 

telegrams available to me. / 
the disclosure came some 6 
three years ahead of the s 
established by President Ke: 
successor. a 

Perhaps. just one last -qi 
Why did the F.B.1. fail to we 
President and thus permit 
ride into the Dallas ambust 
casually in an open automot 

Since there appears to be nc 
able evidence upon which 
conclusions might be based : 
ing the above inquiries, perha 
“might consider submitting tt 
Mr. Sparrow for reply. 

no 

Sparrow's comments below. 

me to believe that I, who hac 
trained in the high standards an 
pulous procedures of the Engli 
would be at a disadvantage 
him as an opponent in public - 

- T attended Mr. Lane's lectu 
ting at the back of the ball. i 
two hours, and [ was appalled : 
I heard. My worst fears abo 
Lane as'a controversialist wei 
firmed: strong points were 
stated, weak points omitted or ; 
over ; it seemed to me an‘almo 
tinuous misrepresentation of t 
dence, none the less mischieve 
being (no doubt) unconsciou 
the. end, Mr. Schoenman 
whether I was present, and 
sheepishly ‘to my feet. - He iG 
Lane) asked me whether ther 
.any points in the lecture that 
exception to. What was I ta 
I took exception to almost al 
but 1 was utterly unprepared, a 

- tirely ill-equipped ;.nor had I w 
a copy of the Report or any v 
of the Evidence. Still, to bay 
nothing would have been cow. 
30, feebly, I raised a point 
Weitzmann’s identification o 
wald’s rifle, a matter’ which . 
thought, and still think, that he. 
ingly misrepresented. =: 
Needless to say, Lan 

small difficulty in’ flooring me 
references to the evidence that 
unable to check or to challeng 
after a few feeble attempts te 
my end up, J thought it wisest 
down, having cut, as Mr. Lar 
more than once reminded the 5 
an extremely sorry figure. 

Mr. Lane has, of course, 
right to exploit the discomfitur 
I suffered-at bis lectdre and- tc 
licize.sif he thinks it does him. 
the victory be scored over c 
neatly. But he must not over-sti 
case. He must not say that when 
asked to pvint out any errors 
leoture 1 * reptied that [1] was 
of none” other than his alle, 
about Weitzmann and the rifl 
cause that simply is not true; no 
he say that I “ quite publicly ad) 
that [1] was unable to defe 
[the Report] ”, because that is a 
“untruth. No intelligent person } 
Lane’s audience.can have 
that I was throwing in my band 
pletely and publicly admitting 

fully pp rok 1, white I 
was the comparatively ill-instruoted. 
amateur. . . 

1 bad another reason for. decUning : 
the invitation: what I had heard of 
Mr. Lane as a controversialist led 

the Report indef 
Mr. Lane, as he tells us, really h 
believe it 2? One must choose, : 
su often has to do in reading hi 
emics, between belief in his pr 
and belief in his intélligence. 
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